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NH&MRC  GRANTS:  $1.75M  FOR  MONASH
Monash  University  next  year.will  roceiv®  $1,758,841   in  research  grants  from  the  National  Health  &  Modlcal

R®s®arch Council. This compares with an allocation of $1,383,349  in 1982.

While   the   apparent   27ayo   increase   in   the  total   is
impressive,  the  1983  grants  have  an inbuilt  "inflation
factor", and there will be no supplementation for cost
fluctuations during the year.

Also, there has been a notable reversal in the pattern
of the awards compared with the past two years.

The    1983   allocation   is   designed   to   support   35
continuing projects (at a cost of $1,269,582),  but only
19   initial   projects   (for   $489,259).   In   1981   Monash
received    support    for    23    initial    projects    and    20
continuing; and in 1982 there were 33 new projects and
only 17 continuing.

The  Vice-Chancellor,  Professor  Martin,  said  today
that  the  level  of  funding  attracted  by  the  Monash
submissions   was   gratifying,   especially   as   it   is   an
independent  measure  of the high  standing  in research
enjoyed by the faculty of Medicine. The reduction in the
number , of   new   projects   approved   could   be   an
indication  that  the  NH&MRC,  like  the  ARGC,  was
being  forced  by tightening economic  circumstances  to
restrict    "new"    research    money    to    fewer,    more
" significant" projects.

The  following  is  a  departmental  breakdown  of the
total awards for  1983:
REDICINE

Anatomy
Biochemistry
Medicine-A.H.

-P.H.H.
Microbiology
Obstetrics & Gynaecology
Paediatrics
Pharmacology
Physiology
Pathology & Immunology
Psychological Medicine
RCEHD
Social & Preventive Medicine
Surgery

SCIENCE
Genetics
Physics
Psychology

No.     Amount
I            20,287
7          205' 165
6          253,169
7          210,636
5          236,402
2            50,036
2             58,154
4            94,217
7          237,635
2            27 ,686
2             88,938
3           158,594
I            22,374
2            27,659

51      1,690,952

1             20,833
1              23,812
I            23 ,244

54      1,758,841

MUMSU AND THE COUNCIL INVASION
The Vice-Chancellor, Professor Martin, has rec.eived

a letter from the Monash University Malaysian Students

Union (MUMSU) dissociating itself from the storming
of the Council Room on November 8 (SOUND 36-82)
and  offering  "deepest  regrets  and  sincerest  apologies
for the most unfortunate incident".

In the letter,  the Acting  President  of MUMSU,  Mr
Yeoh Kok Hoe, said:

"MUMSU    sanctioned    and    participated    in    the

overseas delegation, which through your kind auspices,
was allowed into the meeting and to have two speakers
put  forward  the  views  of  the  overseas  students  with.
regard to the issue of a sub-quota for the Engineering
Faculty in 1983. This was done in cooperation with the
other    organisations    in    the    delegation    on    the
understanding of a peaceful and diplomatic attempt to
prevent the imposition of the sub-quota.

"At no time did MUMSU agree to any such incidents
nor did we encourage our members to be participants.
When the storming occurred, there were, to my fullest
knowledge, no MUMSU Committee members, who like
myself  had  already  left  the  scene.  If  there  were  any
person, or persons,  from MUMSU who were involved
in the unfortunate incident, they acted entirely on their
own accord and as free individuals, towards whom the
MUMSU    Executive    Committee    had    no    power
whatsoever to restrain. "

HONORARY DEGREE FOR COLIN CLARK
Well-known economist Dr  Colin Clark is to receive

the honorary degree of Doctor of Economics of Monash
University at a graduation ceremony early in 1983. He is
only the second person to receive the degree, the other
being  Emeritus  Professor  Don  Cochrane  earlier  this
year.

A graduate of Oxford University and a Fellow of the
British Academy, Dr Clank, 77, has had a distinguished
career in economics spanning half a century. He was a
Fellow  of  the  Faculty  of  Economics  and  Politics  at
Monash   from   1969  to   1978,   and  has  since  been  a
research consultant to the department of economics at
the University of Queensland.

US VISITOR FOR HUMAN BIOETHICS
A leading US scholar in the field of science and public

policy will be Overseas Visiting Fellow in the Centre for
Human Bioethics from November 25 to December 8.

He  is  Professor  Clifford  Grobstein,   professor  of
Biological Science and Public Policy at the University of
California at San Diego.  He is visiting with assistance
from the Myer Foundation.                        Continued overleaf



While  in  Melbourne  Professor  Grobstein  will  give
four    public    lectures,    two    dealing    with    in    vitro
fertilisation.  He  is  the  author  of  "From  Chance  to
Purpose:    An    Appraisal    of    External    Human
Fertilisation"   which  is  widely  regarded  as  the  most
thorough treatment to date of the biological and ethical
questions raised by test-tube babies.

His  other  public  lectures will be  on  scientific  advice
for public nutrition and diet, and science and scientists
in relation to public policy generally.

Professor    Grobstein   will    speak    at   Monash    on
"Science and scientists in relation to public policy"  on

Friday,  December 3.  The lecture will be given in S2 at
4.15  p.in.

PARKING FINES GO UP
New parking  fines  have come into force on campus

following changes in the Victorian Road Traffic Act.
From November I,  the Sl8 fine has been increased to

$30,  and  the  $25  fine  to  $40.  The  S12  fine  remains
unchanged.

The Parking Office points out that these are statutory
increases with which the University must comply.

PREVENTING A SCIENTIFIC "DARK AGE"
The       future       direction       of      Australian

research-scientific,   technological and social-will be
discussed at a forum at the University of Melbourne on
Friday,  December 3.

Senator  Peter  Baume,  Commonwealth  Minister  for
Education,   will   open   the   forum,   which   has   been
organised  by  the  Council  of Australian  Postgraduate
Associations.

Speakers   will   include   Mr   Barry   Jones,   MP;   Mr
Campbell Coe, Director of Research, BHP Melbourne;
Mr  Jim  Hyde,   CAPA;   and  Professor  Ray  Martin,
Chairman    of    the    Australian    Vice-Chancellors'
Interuniversity   Committee   on   Research   and   Vice-
Chancellor of Monash University.

Mr Russell Jacobs,  President of CAPA, announcing
the  forum,  said  that  research  activity  and  training  in
Australia was at a critical stage.

"In   the   present   economic   climate,   with   reduced

funding  for  research  in  all  sectors,  there  is  a  major
concern   that  the   nation's   research  capacity  will  be
weakened in the next  10 years,"  he said.

` `1 hope that this forum will highlight the needs of the

research worker in training-the postgraduate student.
``Without    continuing    support    for    postgraduate

students  Australian  research-scientific,  technological
and social-may well face a new `dark age' in which we
become  dependent  on  overseas  sources  for  ideas  and
innovation," he added.

VALUE THAT HEIRLOOM
An ``Antique Assessment Day" in aid of the Monash

Art Fund is to be held at Chadstone Shopping Centre on
Friday, November 26.

For $2 a time, the owners of objects they believe to be
valuable can have their worth assessed by experts from a
range  of  enterprises,  including  Leonard  Joel,  Classic
Gems,    Joshua   Mcclelland   Antiques   and   Kenneth
Hince.

Tutors  from  the  Monash  Arts  &  Crafts  Centre  will
also  be  on  hand  to  display  their  wares  and  discuss
courses  in  such  subjects  as  lino  cutting,  fibre  figures,
leadlight windowmaking and leatherwork.

The   event   has   been   organised   by   the   Monash
Advisory Committee and will be open between  11  a.in.
and 3 p.in.  in the Chadstone Auditorium.

Mrs  Rena Martin,  convener  of the Committee,  says
that assessments (limited to 10 per person) will be given
NOT  for  insurance  purpose,  but  rather  for  personal
information.

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SEMINAR
Dr    Frederik    Ohles,    lecturer    in    history    at    the

University  of  Melbourne,  will  give  a  seminar  for  the
Monash Centre for Bibliographical and Textual Studies
on    Tuesday,    November    30.     His    topic    will    be
"Censorship    and    bookselling    in    early    nineteenth

century Germany".
Dr Ohles will speak in Room S4l I, Menzies Building,

at 4 p.in.
RIISIDENT STAFF-NORMANBY HOUSE

The  Centre  for  Continuing  Education  has  a vacancy  for  resident
staff at its conference centre,  Normanby House.  Applicants must be
members of Monash staff.

Accommodation  is  a  two-room  set,  fully  furnished  (study,  single
bedroom with en suite facilities);  there are no cooking facilities.

The  main  responsibilities  involve  being  `on  call'  at  times  during
evenings and weekends when residential conference groups are using
the building.

Further  details  can  be  obtained  from  the  Assistant  Manager,  Mr
Des Sheel,  on extension 3930.

POSITIONS VACANT
New positions available,  not previously listed in  Sound:

ACADEMIC
ARTS

Japanese-Tutor; Slavic Languages-Lecturer-3 year fixed term

ECONOMICS & POLITICS
Economics-Tutors

LAW
Co-Ordinator/Lecturer  in  Continuing  Legal  Education-2  year
short-term

SCIENCE
Genetics-Research    Assistant    ARGS;    Research    Assistant
NH&MRC; Chemistry-Research Fellow

GENERAL
LIBRARY

Library Officer (Hargrave Library)

MEDICINE
Biochemistry-Secretary

REGISTRAR
Council    Secretariat-Admin.    Assistant    (p/t);    Registrar's
Office-Admin.  Assistant

SCIENCE
Genetics-Technical As sistant

HALLS OF RESIDENCE
Apprentice Chef

SPORTS & RECREATION
Cleaner

UNION
The Pantry-Shop Assistant, Junior

Copies of relevant advertisements can be sighted on application to
Room  101,  First Floor.  University Offices Annexe.

Telephone inquiries about academic positions should be directed to
extension 2047,  clerical positions  to 2038,  and  technical positions  to
2055 .

All applications must carry a job reference number obtainable from
Staff Branch.

Authorised by K.W. Bennetts, Information Officer


